EVENT OF LEADERS OF PEDAL
Bhagwan Mahavir College of commerce & Management organized event of Leaders on
Pedal as a pre-event of College grand event Protsahan 2020 on 29-12-2019. The objective
of this event is to promote cycle as a mode of transport in order to reduce the pollution and
also promote healthy lifestyle. All the well known leaders of Surat like Mr. Harsh Sanghvi ,
Mr. C.R. Patil , Mr. Naresh Agarwal , Mrs. Darshana Jardosh and various doctors take
actively participate in this event.

I RESPECT WOMEN CAMPAIGN
The extent of violence against women around the world today is shameful, and shows little
sign of abating. While, as a global community, it is possible to pass laws to criminalize the
violence, law alone will not ask men to respect the opposite gender. How do we make it
about a sense of responsibility?
We believe that a society where its women do not feel secure and respected is not worth
calling a society. Crimes like rape, domestic violence and trafficking have increased over
time and the word respect is ebbing. Trafficking of women has raised a big concern and has
destroyed many lives. We live in a country where, according to statistical data, a rape
happens every 20 minutes. Men have misused their dominance and power and
responsibility has not been taken.
A student while reading the newspaper noticed that Surat is the fastest growing city in India
but also was shocked by the news a week later when he observed the increase in the rate of
rape cases in Surat.
He took this news to the principal of BMBBA Dr. Cheta Desai suggesting an idea of a
campaign to aware the people for the need to respect woman and appreciate their efforts
towards every individual’s upbringing.
After disastrous news of rapes in the past month in Surat, BMBBA took matters into their
hands and decided to campaign for ―WHY DO YOU RESPECT WOMAN?
For this campaign the students decided on 30th December 2019 as the perfect date as this
date was closest to the 31st new years eve. New years eve is a hub where partying and
clubbing and drinks are a source of entertainment and a majority of cases of rape have been
filed then.
So, if the general public was aware before this date then a few women lives be saved and
reduce harassment.

The campaign was titled “I respect woman” and the major focus was to question why there
is a need to respect woman?
On the 29th December 2019, Shri Mr. Anil Jain sir (Managing Trustee) Shri Dr. Sanjay Jain
Sir (Treasurer of BMEF) and Shri Dr. Nirmal Sharma Sir (Campus Director) with Ms.
Cheta Desai (Principal of BMBBA), Mr Harsh Shangvi (MLA) were invited to inaugurate
the campaign.
Sagar Patil, the student coordinator explained his idea to the students and the guests.
Shri Dr. Sanjay Jain Sir appreciated the idea and conveyed a few words that since the
students have taken the initiative to convey this message, they must ensure that every youth
and young individuals in Surat be aware of this message.
Shri Dr. Nirmal Sharma Sir encouraged the students but also wished that there would have
been no need to ask why we respect woman.
For the event the students were divided according to the areas to cover in Surat.The Student
Coordinator Sagar Patil (SY) and around 300 students covered Surat area in groups of 5.
They started the campaign on 29th December 2019 at 10am. The students in groups were
given chart papers and stamps to take hand prints of every individual person they meet and
ask them to give their left-hand stamp on the chart and write why they respect woman.
The students and faculties took the initiative to pass the message to around 8000 members
of the society.
The aim was to at least pass the word among the youth so they would think for once about
the harassments and how they must act to create a change in the society.
The event was a grand success.
These are the glimpse of the campaign;

EDUCATIONAL VISIT @ BSE, MUMBAI
Bhagwan Mahavir College of commerce & Management studies organized an educational
visit at Bombay Stock Exchange on 2nd January 2020. More than 40 Students of TYBBA
with three Faculty members Ms. Swati Halani, Ms. Shanu Desai and Mr. Hitesh Patel were
part of the visit. The students got an opportunity to interact with industry Professionals. The
visit was beneficial to the students as it provided valuable insights into the functions and
role of the regulatory body on the investors, exchanges, industries etc. Overall it was good
learning experience for the students.

PROTSAHAN-2020
3 days Protsahan 2020 (Where aspirations meet opportunities)
Day 1: January 18, 2020
Protsahan event is an opportunity for any student to learn, how to pilot principle of
management in practical bases and is great platform for students to represent their college.
It can be used to build a network of resources that will help school students and their
parents to start their higher education journey in better manner on the right path.

On First day event was started with Inaugural session Ms Priti Metha and Ms.Swati Halani
(Lecturer at BBA) has welcomed participants and faculty member to protsahan 2020 and
further the event has started with lamp lightening by guest and by trusty of BMU.

SCHEDULE FOR ONLINE LECTURES
with the help of various applications like zoom meeting, gotomeeting etc.

In the inaugural session was followed by the thought provoking speech given by
Chief guest Mr. Jignesh Madhavani, R J Harsh has also shared few word , Ms.
Cheta Desai has also motivated students give giving speech, Mr. Sagar Patil
(President) of event has explained about protsahan 2020 and speech was also given
by our trusty Dr. Sanjay Jain sir.
Even memento was presented to all the sponsor( Samsara Holidays, Arihant
Institute of techonology, Pro Talent, FunFunDo (Mr naresh Agrawal Sir),
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photography (Mr Vishal Baheti), Pink Palace to present memento to Toppr and latly
thank you speech was given by Ms.Priti Mehta.
From 11:00 clock onwards events for first day was stared. Event like Mobile
Legends, Dance, Music ,Treasure Hunt, Share Wars, Fireless cooking, Paining,
Doller a day, Nail Pro, Ad Mad, Mehndi, Tik-Tok, Deadlift, Sports event like
( Basketball & Football) and lastly day was ended with Fashion Show.Around 540+
students has participated on 18/01/2020 from various school and colleges.

Day 2: January 19, 2020
On Second day of protsahan the event was taken forward. On next day event like of sports
like (Gully cricket, Bullet Chess, Skating ) were taken place even event like photography,
Hair style Makeup, Rangoli, Amna- Samna, Book Review, Extempore, Judge a book by its
cover, Quiz, Case Study and round 2 for Dance & Music competition were continued.

On second also more than 400+ students has taken participated in events. After
successful completion of event on second day students have enjoyed movie day.
During both the days’ judges from different colleges and industries were called to
judge the events. Judges were welcomed with token of apparition for their presence
in event. Even their refreshment was managed by student co coordinator.
Participants got good opportunity to learn from judges.
And after completion of every event judges has declared result of the event and has
provide trophy and certificate to winners and runners up.
Day 3: January 20, 2020
Day third was all a celebration day. On that day “Udaan” consort of Udaan was enjoyed
by students and participants and even award ceremony was taken place. Mega event
price was given to winner and runner-up and even medal was given to the event HODs,
Voluntary, coordinator and presidents.
On this consort even parents were invited. Singer of Band Udaan had sung bollywood
songs and even Mr. Bhagirath Goswami had also performed in this consort. At last
refreshment was provided to all.

FIRELESS COOKING
(In House event as a part of youth fest, Spandan-2020)
Bhagwan Mahavir College of commerce & Management studies organized fireless
cooking on 29-01-2020 at 10:45 am at ground floor of BMBBA Building. Objective
of this event is to encourage students to showcase their cooking skills. Total 71
participants from different colleges have participated in the event. Ms. Trishna Shah
(Owner, Soul Kitchen Stories) was the judge of the event. Smt. Leena Jain Ma’am,
Dr. Snehal Mistry, Dr. Jay Joshi were also present over there. All the dishes prepared
by the students were outstanding. Mr. Krishna Doctor is Faculty co-ordinator of this
event.
Here, some Glimpse of event…
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